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The Pennsylvania Association of Chamber Professionals (PACP) recognizes the
outstanding work of the “Eastern Montgomery County CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE” for their excellent service to the business community during the current
novel Coronavirus pandemic.
From the moment local businesses began to be impacted by COVID-19, Chambers
across the Commonwealth responded proactively on behalf of their members and their
communities. All PACP Chambers share the common thread of providing resources and
assistance to their respective businesses – emphasizing “3” essential roles.
In particular, PACP salutes the “EASTERN MONTGOMERY COUNTY CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE” for these efforts.
•

“CATALYST for Business Growth”
o EMCCC provided valuable resources & links to the business
community by sending over 40 emails specifically identifying and
explaining funding opportunities for small business from the
national, state, and local levels.
o EMCCC hosted over 20 virtual networking, educational, and
interactive webinars since the beginning of the pandemic offering
the community a way to connect, support one another, and continue
to do business.
o Some of the Featured meetings and webinars included: Tips for
Business Development While in Isolation, How Your Company Can
Become a Media Expert in the Age of COVID-19, Print Marketing in
the Digital Age, The CARES Act, How Do I Apply for Funding &
Understanding the Process; The CARES Act: The Process, The
Approval and the Closing; ZOOM 101; Focusing on Strategy During a
Crisis for Non-Profits; Tips on Working Remotely, & “Rebooting the
Workplace: Preparing for the New Normal” to mention a few.

“As the professional association of local Chambers of Commerce executives and staff, the PACP mission is to
enhance the quality and relevance of Chamber management in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,” said
Board Chair Kellie Goodman Shaffer. “Our organization has been proud to work and serve in partnership with
local Chambers during this extraordinary crisis, and equally honored to have this opportunity to recognize our
members for their exceptional service to their communities.”

